Early marriage, gender disparity and regressive social mindsets are common stumbling blocks that girls from poor backgrounds face around the world. *Girl Rising* spotlights the stories of nine such girls who overcome their unforgiving circumstances by believing in their own power and potential. Join Senior Producer of *Girl Rising* Martha Adams and Filmmaker and Writer of the Indian story in *Girl Rising* Sooni Taraporevala, in conversation with Former Head of the Social Communications Media Department, Sophia Polytechnic, Professor of Film Appreciation Jeroo Mulla, as they journey around the globe to witness the strength of the human spirit and demonstrate the power of education to change a girl, and the world. The evening will include the screening of select clips from the movie.

**Date:** Thursday 3\(^{rd}\) December, 2015  
**Time:** 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM  
**Venue:** NGMA, Sir Cowasji Jahangir Public Hall, M G Road, Fort, Mumbai 400032  
**RSVP:** +91 976 993 7710 | register@avidedu.in